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North American Stamping Group is a manufacturing organization 
supplying a very competitive automotive market with medium to high volume, 
stamped metal components and welded assemblies. NASG is a privately held 
company that was formed in 1979 with sales of over $350 million annually. 
NASG is one of the largest tier II stampers / assemblers in North America. Their 
manufacturing footprint allows full coverage of the NAFTA market from Canada, 
through the southern USA and down through Mexico. With their Tech Center, over 
90 stamping presses, over 1,000,000 square feet of manufacturing and most 
importantly 925 inspired associates we are well equipped to handle the larger 
global architecture platforms that will be used in multiple facilities throughout 
North America.  

CENTRALIZATION
Centralize infrastructure across three
countries in North America.

DATA RECOVERY
Supply the best in class data 
recovery solution.

MIGRATION
Migrate / move all assets & data to 
the cloud environment including ERP,
CRM, and large number of servers.

The Modernization & Centralization of I.T.

The Challenge The Solution

With 8 Fully redundant data centres 
across Canada, Server Cloud 
Canada’s team and infrastructure was 
proven to be the clear leader in terms 
of support, �exibility, and transparency.

SCC was was also able to provide 
assistance in the migration proccess to 
ensure all of NASG’s assets and data 
were successfully moved to the cloud
environment.

The Results
Flexibility in a scalable 
environment

Infrastructure cost reduction

Great disaster recovery plan for 
risk management & cyber security

Modern and centralized cloud
infrastructure

“Their people are always 
available when we need them, 
and their migration assistance 

was pivotal in our success”

Solution Overview
DESCRIPTION

Modern and centralized 
infrastructure that can be 
accessed from anywhere.

INDUSTRY
Automotive 

GEOGRAPHY
North America

CHALLENGES

SOLUTION
Server Cloud Canada met all 

requirements. The technical team 
gave the best solution and service

in terms of migration. With 8 
fully redundant datacenters, 
this will make it easy to scale 
up and ensure high availability

BENEFITS

Partner they can trust.
Scalability for growth.
No downtime.
Dedicated Private Cloud 
Solution

Improve data quality process.
Time to perform 
enhancements and make 
changes on the �y.
Enabling IT team to
concentrate on client 
focussed technologies.
Centralized IT infrastructure
accross 3 countries
Low cost DR Solution to help
with risk management

Ken Stoner
Corporate Information 
Technologies Manager


